
EXHIBITING – The Club would love to see new exhibits from other members besides just a few. 
We know that it can seem like a daunting task. In response to that, there seems to be a growing 
trend to simplify exhibiting by promoting “One-Page Exhibits”. It’s something worth considering at 
future shows. Below is a re-print from ATA’s Topical Times Jan-Feb 2023 issue. What do you think? 

 

Turn Your Favorite Topic into a One-Page Exhibit 
Below is a portion of a re-printed article by Michele M. Bresso, ATA Board member from Jan-Feb 2023 Topical Times 
 

Admit it. Whenever you get a new stamp for your favorite topical collection, you 
show it to a family member, chat about it with a friend, or share it at your stamp club 
meeting. Why not go bigger? Turn your philatelic passion into a single page that tells a story 
everyone will enjoy.  

Using stamps, covers, postmarks, ephemera and 
more, a one-page exhibit provides a philatelic snapshot 
of the story of a stamp or cover, a place you’ve been or 
would like to visit, an historical event, or just about 
anything that fascinates you.  

One-page exhibits submitted to ATA last year fell 
into 14 categories, including animals, arts, culture, 
health and safety, nature, philately, plans, postal 
history, science and technology, scouts, sports, 
transportation, US history and world history. I’ll bet 
you can think of several stories you can tell with 
stamps in your collection right now. The possibilities 
are endless!  

What is not endless, however, is the size of your 
exhibit, and that’s what makes this exhibiting 
opportunity so tantalizing. Rather than dozens of pages 

filling frames, your exhibit tells a story on a single page. 
The size of the one-page exhibit may be either 8.5” x 11” 
or 11” x 17”. Not sure how to get started? Check out 
exhibits from the first two years of the ATA program by 
visiting this page: www.ataexhibits.com  

ATA’s My One-Page Exhibit! represents a type of 
exhibiting that is growing across the country as stamp 
clubs and some stamp shows provide venues for their 
display. The ATA program encourages exploration of 
philatelic exhibiting through this small-format and highly 
accessible activity. Hundreds of exhibitors from 14 
countries submitted exhibits last year. Now it’s time for 
you to get on the bandwagon! Hmmm …come to think of 
it, bandwagons might make an interesting topic for a 
one-page exhibit. – Michele M. Bresso 

http://www.ataexhibits.com/


PREVIEW OF BUFPEX COVERS 
 

   

Themes are the 100th Anniversary of the Original Yankee Stadium for Saturday and the 100th 
Anniversary of Opening Day for Sunday. There will be 2 sizes of envelopes for each – the No. 
6 envelope (3-5/8” x 6-1/2”) and the A6 envelope (4-3/4” x 6-1/2”). The size of the cachet 
image will be adjusted for each size. There will be pre-franked and canceled per above or 
blank cachets available for your own personalized stamp combinations. 

 
PICTURES FROM FEBRUARY PRESENTATION 

FEBRUARY 16, 2023 at The Knights Hall with Rick Barrett 
 
 

       
  Rick Barrett leading the presentation       Nelson Barrett – his grandfather         Nelson built the Wahnapitae Lodge         The Lodge on French River near Killarney 
 

   
     Nelson was also the Canadian Postmaster of Pickerel River                            Our group of about 11 in attendance for a very interesting presentation! 


